This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/16/2020
Printed Name: A Elisabeth Preston
Phone Number: 530 478-7730
Email Address: linaelisabethpreston@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/13/2020
Printed Name: Abhiruchi Agarwal
Phone Number: + 9867981288
Email Address: abhiruchi.agarwal@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: August 21, 2020
Printed Name: Aditya Kumar Gait
Phone Number: 919657729344
Email Address: Aditya@anandaindia.org

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: August 21, 2020
Printed Name: Akansha Joshi
Phone Number: 8975080009
Email Address: Akansha.aniruddha@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/21/2020
Printed Name: Alexandra Penney Kirsch
Phone Number: 2063492718
Email Address: alexpvalencia40@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/21/2020
Printed Name: Allison Regester
Phone Number: 4432434360
Email Address: Aregest@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: August 21, 2020
Printed Name: Aniruddha Joshi
Phone Number: 8975080109
Email Address: Aniruddha@anandaindia.org

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/15/2020
Printed Name: Anjani Agrawal
Phone Number: 9757271456
Email Address: anjani.agrawal25@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/21/2020
Printed Name: Anoop K.S
Phone Number: 919916358824
Email Address: anoopks12@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/22/2020
Printed Name: Anshuman Jhunjhunwala
Phone Number: +91-9901766366
Email Address: anshuman.kumar@hotmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/16/2020
Printed Name: Anuja Dharadhar
Phone Number: 8454089407
Email Address: dharadhar.anuja@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/20/2020
Printed Name: Anuradha HS
Phone Number: 9945010731
Email Address: anuhemmige@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/16/2020
Printed Name: Anurag Sarkar
Phone Number: 8105737111
Email Address: sarkar.anurag@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/22/2020
Printed Name: Archana Chakravarty
Phone Number: +919899117426
Email Address: Archana.chakravarty@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: August 13, 2020
Printed Name: Arko Ganguly
Phone Number: 919910771709
Email Address: drarko05@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/14/2020
Printed Name: Asha Awsare
Phone Number: + 9819875941
Email Address: drashaawsare21@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/21/2020
Printed Name: Ashis Chakravarty
Phone Number: 9811090439
Email Address: ashis@anandaindia.org

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/22/2020
Printed Name: Ashleigh Dyan Bayer
Phone Number: 5304787593
Email Address: ashdyanb@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/21/2020
Printed Name: Baraquiel Castelli
Phone Number: +91 9011041946
Email Address: Bhasbara@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CCI Maldonado, CDCR

I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt's sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.

Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men's group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in Califomia, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is

released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?

Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,
Patryst® a pprE®t®

ofy()ijr-%,!f
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Date:

Printed Name:

Phone Number:
Email Address:

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/14/2020
Printed Name: Bhakti Ruggiero
Phone Number: 206-678-2315
Email Address: tulsibhakti@gmail.co

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/20/2020
Printed Name: Bindu Mandira
Phone Number: +919901151357
Email Address: bindumandira@yahoo.co.in

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/21/2020
Printed Name: Blezy Philip
Phone Number: 08605995169
Email Address: blezyp@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/21/2020
Printed Name: Carianne Pollacek
Phone Number: 530-470-2390
Email Address: Frogdance108@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: August 17, 2020
Printed Name: Carina Raeburn
Phone Number: 790-494-2057
Email Address: carinara@gmx.de

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/21/2020
Printed Name: Catalina Danila
Phone Number: 206-228-7306
Email Address: catalinadanila@hotmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/22/2020
Printed Name: Catarina Ahlvik
Phone Number: +358452594211
Email Address: Catarina.ahlvik@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and
legal issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a
California prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most
dangerous prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: August 21, 2020
Printed Name: Catherine E Taylor
Phone Number: 415-320-4544
Email Address: Catetaylor80@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/13/2020
Printed Name: Chirag Parekh
Phone Number: +9820478704
Email Address: chirag.j.parekh@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/14/2020
Printed Name: Chitra Subramaniam
Phone Number: 9820624726
Email Address: chhitrasubramaniam@outlook.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and common
sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong community
backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed cardiomyopathy
and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked up -- it just wastes
taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: August 17, 2020
Printed Name: Christina Riegel
Phone Number: 425-806-3700
Email Address: christina@anandawa.org

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/22/2020
Printed Name: Cindy Gottfried
Phone Number: 425 238 5907
Email Address: cindy.gottfried@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/15/2020
Printed Name: Corina A Benesch
Phone Number: 7755604971
Email Address: caebenesch@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and
legal issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a
California prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most
dangerous prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

\Date: August 21, 2020
Printed Name: Cristina Pacciarini
Phone Number: 0039 0759975844
Email Address: cristinapacciarini@alice.it

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/14/2020
Printed Name: Dave Niyati
Email Address: dniyati9.nd@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/21/2020
Printed Name: David H James
Phone Number: 4089036965
Email Address: davidhardinjames@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

!

Date: 8/20/2020
Printed Name: David Hovsepian
Email Address: dmhovsepianmd@me.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/16/2020
Printed Name: Debra Celri Bandi
Phone Number: 3236102610
Email Address: celri4@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/20/2020
Printed Name: Diana Beach Barrett
Phone Number: 2063616545
Email Address: dhyanabarrett@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: 8/14/2020
Printed Name: Diptarup Saha
Phone Number: +918200058499
Email Address: diptarup1993@gmail.com

This is in regard to Joe Hunt, D-61863, Governor's Commutation Application
To: Governor Gavin Newsom
Cc: CC1 Maldonado, CDCR
I am writing to ask you to commute Joe Hunt’s sentence, to allow a parole board to consider him
for release from prison. I know Joe and have been inspired by him through his interactions with
our spiritual community as well as through his family members and ministers of Ananda Church,
who know him directly.
I believe that no man or woman should be locked up forever, provided they exhibit excellent
behavior. Fiscal responsibility to the taxpayers, compassion for the human condition, and
common sense all lead one to conclude that rehabilitated, elderly inmates who have strong
community backing should be released.
Based on a review of FreeJoeHunt.com, it seems that Joe, now age 60, has been caught up for
over 35 years in a legal system that does not appear to have given him a fair shake. In spite of
that, he has maintained a very uplifted view of life, helped fellow inmates with health and legal
issues, and raised money for his church. He co-founded the first men’s group in a California
prison, and he has maintained a zero-violence record while in some of the most dangerous
prisons in California, putting him in the top 1% of inmates. He recently developed
cardiomyopathy and is at high-risk for COVID-19. It does not serve society to keep Joe locked
up -- it just wastes taxpayer money.
I believe, for these reasons, that Joe is a very strong candidate for commutation. If he is
released, he would be welcomed with wide open arms by our Ananda spiritual community.
Would you please give him a chance to be considered by the parole board for release?
Thank you for your kind consideration. I can be reached via the below contact information if you
need to do so for any reason.
Sincerely,

Date: August 13, 2020
Printed Name: Divisha Gadodia
Phone Number: 9967970630
Email Address: divishagadodia@gmail.com

